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For seniors who graduated from
the University of Michigan last
month, employers have been lining
up since the fall to offer interviews,
said Geni Harclerode, the universi-
ty’s assistant director of employer
development.

“This has been one of our largest
seasons of hiring,” she said. “The
job market has been very good.”

The outlook for many high school

graduates is more challenging, as
Vynny Brown can attest. Now 20,
he graduated two years ago and
has been working for nearly a year
at Pappasito’s Cantina in Houston,
part of a chain of Tex-Mex restau-
rants. He earns $7.25 an hour filling
takeout orders or $2.13 an hour plus
tips as a server, he said. He would
like to apply to be a manager, but
those jobs require some college.

Mr. Brown said he cannot afford
to go to college now. “It’s the biggest
struggle I’ve had.”

Most young workers have the
same problem as Mr. Brown. Only 10
percent of 17- to 24-year-olds have a
college or advanced degree, accord-
ing to a new study by the Economic
Policy Institute. And for young high
school graduates, the unemploy-

ment rate is disturbingly high: 17.8
percent. Add in those who are un-
deremployed, either because they
would like a full-time job but can
only find part-time work, or they’ve
given up searching, and the share
jumps to more than 33 percent.

The economic recovery has pro-
gressed more slowly for young high
school graduates than for those
coming out of college.

“It’s improved since the reces-
sion, but it’s still pretty poor,” said
Elise Gould, a senior economist at
the Economic Policy Institute.

She is part of a chorus of officials
who argue more effort needs to be
put into improving job prospects for
people without college degrees.

“Without question we have failed
to pay attention to and invest in op-

portunities for young people who
are not on a path to go to four years
of college,” said Chauncy Lennon,
the head of work force initiatives at
JPMorgan Chase, which has start-
ed a $75 million program to deliver
career-focused education in high
schools and community colleges.

For high school students, a four-
year college education is frequently
held out as the only viable option.
Vocational, career and technical
high schools have often been stig-
matized as a last resort for under-
achievers. The initiative sponsored
by Chase is aimed at repairing that
reputation. Although opportunities
for construction and clerical work-
ers are shrinking, Mr. Lennon said,
others are growing. In health care,
radiology and phlebotomy techni-

cians are needed; in manufacturing
and aviation, mechanical mainte-
nance workers are in demand.

Issac Cardoso, who graduated
from Medford Vocational Techni-
cal High School in Massachusetts
this month, has a job lined up as an
electrical apprentice, earning $12
an hour. Most of his classmates had
jobs waiting for them, he said.

For those without a high school
diploma, the job hunt can be grim.
Adam McKinley, 18, said he dropped
out of his high school in Baltimore
last year. He worked briefly at
Dunkin’ Donuts and has applied
for many jobs online, Mr. McKinley
said he did not know why he never
heard back. “It’s extremely frus-
trating,” he said. “You have no idea
what’s going on.”

Talking Points

At a Shop in Paris, Books
Printed as Customers Wait
The lack of books inside the Librai-
rie des Puf, a bookstore run by the
publisher University Press of France
, reflects the shop’s business model.
Books are printed on request on an
Espresso Book Machine, which turns
PDFs into paperbacks. Customers
use tablets to select the titles for
print, while sipping coffee in the airy
storefront in the Latin Quarter of
Paris. From a business standpoint,
Alexandre Gaudefroy said, “I don’t
have to worry about space for the
stock. We’re in a space which mea-
sures less than 80 meters squared,
and I can offer readers as many titles
as I want.”

Flagging Suicidal Friends
With more than 1.65 billion members
worldwide posting regularly about
their behavior, Facebook is planning
to take a more direct role in stopping
suicide. The social network intro-
duced mechanisms to make it easier
for people to help friends who post
messages about suicide or self-harm.
With the new features, people can
flag friends’ posts they deem suicid-
al; the posts will be reviewed by a
team at the social network that will
then provide language to communi-
cate with the person who is at risk,
as well as information on suicide
prevention.

Many Moves May Do Harm
Changing residences frequently
in childhood may be bad for your
health. Using Danish government
health data, researchers cataloged
adverse events — suicides or suicide
attempts, violent criminality, mental
illness, substance abuse, psychiatric
diagnoses and premature death —
in 1,475,030 Danes born from 1971
to 1997. Then they correlated these
problems with the number of times
each person had moved before age 15
and found that the likelihood of those
adverse outcomes tended to rise the
more someone moved in childhood.

Hard Times for King Coal
Coal production in the United States
is plummeting to levels not seen
since a crippling coal strike 35 years

ago, according to a
report by the En-
ergy Department.
The coal industry
in recent years has
been plagued by
bankruptcies as
power utilities have
moved to replace it

with cheap natural gas and renew-
able sources, like solar and wind
energy. Coal was once the dominant
source of electricity generation, but
consumption has declined by nearly
a third since its peak in 2007.

INVESTING
PETER EAVIS
Would President Donald J. Trump
be good or bad for your stocks?

The stock market is a nervous an-
imal that can easily find a reason to
sell off sharply, but so far it has tak-
en the rise of Mr. Trump in stride.

The Standard & Poor’s 500 index
is up slightly since Super Tuesday,
on March 1, when Mr. Trump’s victo-
ries showed him to be the front-run-
ner for the Republican nomination.

The relatively high valuation of
the stock market — it’s trading at
20 times historical earnings — in-
dicates that investors don’t see any
big threats from his stated policies.

“How much do you think he will
get enacted?” said Jim Paulsen,
chief investment strategist at Wells
Capital Management, who isn’t
showing signs of worry. “Politicians
are great at telling you they are
very important.”

But it’s not hard to conjure up
ugly events in a Trump presidency.
His trade policies could damage the
economy and lead to job losses, and
his fiscal policies could create a far
larger deficit, adding trillions to the
national debt. Stocks and mutual
funds held by households have in-
creased in value by over $8 trillion,
or 60 percent, over the past five
years. If the stock market did make
a big move down before the elec-

tion, it would be felt on Main Street
and your street.

So why is Wall Street not more
worried? And should ordinary in-
vestors be worried that Wall Street
is not worried?

It may be a little too early to tell
if the stock market is being cavalier
about Mr. Trump. Investors don’t
make big decisions on the basis of
a few close polls five months before
the presidential election. But polls
that occurred nearer to Election
Day, and that showed Mr. Trump
well ahead, would more clearly test
what investors think of his becom-
ing president.

Another big reason that Wall
Street appears unfazed may be that
investors still expect Hillary Clin-

ton to win. Her policies would not be
a big departure from those of Pres-
ident Obama. A clear sign of Mrs.
Clinton’s support on Wall Street is
the large amounts of money that
she has been raising from financial
executives.

While center-left policies may
not please some on Wall Street,
the economy has recovered under
President Obama. And the econo-
my could get stronger, not weaker.

House prices are strongly rising,
consumers are borrowing without
becoming over-indebted, and the
banking sector looks safer than it
has been in many years.

Then there is a belief on Wall
Street that a President Trump
would end up being no more than
a rougher-edged version of Mitt
Romney when it comes to policy. In
other words, Mr. Trump would dial
down his combative policies — like
blocking imports from China and
Mexico — once those views got him
the votes needed to win. The other
way this theory works: Congress
and the courts prevent him from
pursuing goals that could create in-
stability, like the mass deportation
of illegal immigrants.

A related school of thought says
that limited trade battles would not
do much damage to the economy —
and might even help it in the long
run. David Rosenberg, the chief
economist and strategist at Gluskin
Sheff, notes that Ronald Reagan

placed tariffs on some electronics
imports from Japan, the China of
that era. “If the markets were to sell
off because of his election success,
I’d tell clients to find another rea-
son to be bearish,” Mr. Rosenberg
said.

Wall Street’s laid-back reaction to
Mr. Trump’s rise is a twist on the no-
tion that gridlock is good for stocks.
Much money has been made over
the years betting that politicians
don’t need to be feared because
they can’t do much — or won’t. But
Mr. Trump could test this consensus
view. He didn’t adopt confrontation-
al trade policies all of a sudden; he
has pushed them for many years.
And he has shown little appetite for
compromise or bridge-building in
his campaign, so why expect it if he
were in the White House?

It’s too soon for the election to
move the stock market by much.
But if Mr. Trump were ahead in the
fall, it wouldn’t be shocking if the
herd suddenly turned.
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Most investors are
betting on Hillary
Clinton to be elected.
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Economists call for efforts
to aid those who are not
college graduates.
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COUNTING
ON GRIDLOCK
High
valuations
in the stock
market show
that investors
do not see
a threat
from Donald
Trump’s
incendiary
statements
just yet. Many
think he will be
prevented from
enacting his
stated policies,
like engaging
in trade wars, if
elected. Ronald
Reagan, below,
put tariffs
on Japanese
electronic
imports in the
1980s.


